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Abstract
In the past few years, GPGPU clusters have become more
and more attractive to many scientific fields, due to their
high peak performance and relatively low cost. Partitioned
Global Address Space (PGAS) programming models present
an attractive alternative to conventional message passing
paradigms for developing data-intensive applications. As
one of the most popular PGAS programming models and
an extension of C language, UPC is also gaining more atten-
tion from HPC area, for its ability to provide global shared
address space on distributed memory machines. In this pa-
per, we propose a multi-threaded UPC runtime, in order to
1) support remote GPU device memory access through stan-
dard UPC APIs; 2) provide advanced GPU to GPU commu-
nication based on the RDMA features of InfiniBand; and 3)
reduce the latency of remote device memory access, when
the remote UPC threads are busy with kernel functions or
I/O operations. We discuss the design challenges and solu-
tions for the new runtime. Then we evaluate its performance
through micro-benchmarks and a sample application. Our
experimental results show that the proposed runtime can
achieve 23% performance benefit for upc memput opera-
tion, compared to the user-level GPU to GPU communica-
tion. For the micro-benchmark with unbalanced workload,
the proposed helper threads can reduce the upc memget op-
eration to pure data transfer time. Through a sample parallel
matrix multiplication benchmark, the new runtime success-
fully achieved 34% to 17% improvement for different matrix
sizes.

1. Introduction
There is a dramatic increase of adaption of many-core
Graphics Processing Units (GPUs) for different scientific
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fields in modern High Performance Computing area. This is
because of the remarkable high peak performance and cost
efficiency of GPU devices. People are looking for magni-
tude performance improvement from General-purpose GPU
(GPGPUs) based clusters with relatively low cost. The Com-
pute Unified Device Architecture (CUDA) is one of the user-
friendly programming models for NVIDIA GPUs. CUDA
provides APIs for the CPU to execute kernel functions on
GPU and launch data movement between device memory
and host memory.

Partitioned Global Address (PGAS) programming lan-
guages are gathering a lot of attention for their non-uniform
memory access feature. They provide high-productivity and
better applicability on hierarchical architectures. The PGAS
programming model also provides a shared memory abstrac-
tion on distributed memory machines. The main benefits
of language-based PGAS approaches include enhanced pro-
ductivity of application programmers, compiler-assisted op-
timizations and more elegant representation of irregular par-
allelism. Unified Parallel C (UPC) [17] is one of the most
popular PGAS languages.

1.1 Motivation
Figure 1 illustrates an example to program on a heteroge-
neous cluster with GPGPUs using UPC and CUDA. Since
current UPC software doesn’t support the global shared ad-
dress space in GPUs, users need to call cudaMalloc func-
tions in order to allocate memory on GPU device and cu-
daMemcpy functions in order to move data between host
memory and device memory. This increases the complex-
ity of the memory management at user-level. From the
sample code, we can find that point-to-point synchroniza-
tions are needed to guarantee that the host memory is avail-
able before upc memput or upc memget functions. It’s also
needed to inform the remote side to start cudaMemcpy.
We use upc barrier function for synchronization purpose in
the pseudocode, due to lack of point-to-point synchroniza-
tion functions in current UPC. It’s possible to replace the
upc barrier functions with more complicated point-to-point
synchronization implementations in the real codes. The syn-
chronizations can increase the execution time at user-level.
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cudaMalloc(&deviceBuffer);
shared temp send buffer = upc all alloc(...);
shared temp recv buffer = upc all alloc(...);
...
/*communication starts*/
if(iamsender) {

cudaMemcpy(local temp send buffer, deviceBuffer,...);
/*make sure remote temporary buffer can be written in*/
upc barrier;
upc memput(remote temp recv buffer, local temp send buffer,

size);
/*synchronize with receiver for end of data transfer*/
upc barrier;

} else if(iamreceiver) {
/*make sure local temporary buffer are free from previous com-

munication*/
upc barrier;
/*make sure data already arrived*/
upc barrier;
cudaMemcpy(deviceBuffer, local temp recv buffer, ...);

}

Figure 1. UPC and CUDA Operations for Manual Remote
Device Memory Access

Moreover, since the explicit memory movement between
CPU and GPU is necessary, both the destination and the
source UPC threads have to be involved in the communica-
tion explicitly. If one of them is busy computing, it will lead
to the waiting status on the other side.

After examining the sample user-level GPU to GPU com-
munication code, we summarize the challenges as follows:

• How to include the device memory as part of the global
shared space address, so that the device memory can
be accessed through the standard UPC APIs such as
upc memput and upc memget? How to provide more
flexibility to the end users by allowing global shared
memory allocation on both device and host memory at
the same time?

• After the explicit communication and buffer manage-
ment in user-level GPU to GPU communication code are
hidden inside runtime, how to design the communica-
tion mechanism in the runtime for better performance,
based on RDMA-supported high performance intercon-
nects, i.e, InfiniBand [6]?

• Even though the support of global shared memory space
on device memory can realize UPC non-uniform memory
access on GPU at user-level, UPC threads associated with
remote device address are still involved in data movement
between device and host memory. As UPC is a favorite
of irregular applications, how to ensure low-latency non-
uniform data access on shared device memory, while
remote threads associated with the device memory are
busy with kernel functions or I/O operations?

In [20], Zheng et. al. discussed several issues related to
the UPC/CUDA applications, by providing UPC and GAS-
Net runtime extensions. In Zheng’s presentation, GPU de-

vice memory will be supported by shared-heap management.
Thus it’s possible to access shared data on GPU device mem-
ory through normal UPC memory access method. Through
GASNet extension, the transfer to/from remote GPU device
memory is based on active messages and asynchronous GPU
task queues. The proposed solutions have covered part of the
first challenge in the user-level based GPU to GPU commu-
nication. However, the flexibility problem and other two per-
formance problems, as shown in the above challenges, are
still open to be solved.

1.2 Contribution
To resolve these open challenges, we propose a multi-
threaded UPC runtime to support GPU to GPU communica-
tion over InfiniBand, which has the following contributions.

(a) The multi-threaded runtime supports both shared seg-
ments on host memory and device memory at the same
time. It supports GPU device memory access through the
standard UPC APIs; furthermore, each UPC thread can
get shared pointers from both device memory and host
memory in a single run of an application.

(b) Instead of active message based solution, which requires
Request/Reply for all remote device memory access, the
new multi-threaded runtime provides more efficient com-
munication, through multiple advanced designs based on
the RDMA features of InfiniBand interconnects.

(c) By the multi-threaded nature, the new runtime pro-
vides low latency remote device memory access through
runtime-level helper thread, even when the remote UPC
threads are busy with kernel calculations.

The communication performance of multi-threaded UPC
runtime was used to be criticized due to access contention
for single network endpoint. Our previous work [12] has
removed this limitation through multi-endpoint support. The
multi-threaded UPC runtime for the advanced GPU to GPU
communication as proposed in this paper, is based on multi-
endpoint support too.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, we introduce the background knowledge related
to this work. In Section 3, we present the design details for
the proposed new runtime to realize advanced GPU to GPU
communication over InfiniBand. In Section 4, we evaluate
the performance and benefits of the new runtime, through
both micro-benchmark and sample application test. Related
works are discussed in Section 5. Finally, we conclude the
paper in Section 6.

2. Background
2.1 UPC
Unified Parallel C (UPC) [17] is an emerging parallel pro-
gramming language that aims to increase programmer pro-
ductivity and application performance by introducing paral-
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lel programming and remote memory access constructs in
the language. There are several implementations of the UPC
language. The Berkeley UPC implementation [9] is a pop-
ular open-source implementation of UPC. IBM and Cray
also distribute their own versions of UPC implementations
specifically optimized for their platforms.

GASNet interface is utilized by Berkeley UPC for mem-
ory access across network. It consists of Core APIs and
Extended APIs [4]. The core API interface is a narrow in-
terface based on the Active Message paradigm. Extended
APIs provide a rich, expressive and flexible interface that
provides medium and high-level operations on remote mem-
ory and collective operations. GASNet supports different
network conduits, viz., ibv (OpenIB/OpenFabrics IB Verbs),
udp (UDP), lapi (IBM LAPI) [5], mpi (MPI), etc. In previ-
ous work [8], we proposed a new high performance Unified
Communication Runtime (UCR) for InfiniBand network
support to Berkeley UPC through GASNet interface. A net-
work endpoint contention free UCR with multi-endpoint
support is proposed in [12].

2.2 InfiniBand Architecture
InfiniBand network [6] has been widely used in the high
performance computing systems. In June 2012, there are
more than 40% systems in TOP500 list using InfiniBand
as the primary network. The most powerful feature in In-
finiBand is the Remote Direct Memory Access (RDMA).
The RDMA-based communication can be proceeded with-
out any host processor involvement. The basic RDMA op-
erations are RDMA write and RDMA read, which are used
in the UPC run time system to implement upc memput and
upc memget, respectively.

2.3 CUDA and GPGPU
Graphics Processing Units (GPUs) are increasingly being
used in the high performance computing systems to accel-
erate applications. In June 2012, there are more than 10%
systems in TOP500 which use NVIDIA GPUs to gain sig-
nificant performance. We target the heterogeneous cluster
with NVIDIA GPUs in this paper. The current architectural
revision of NVIDIA GPUs for HPC is called Fermi. The
Fermi GPUs consist of 16 streaming multiprocessors (SM),
each of which consist of 32 cores. Each SM has its local
memory as L1 cache, and all SMs share L2 cache and the
DRAM in GPUs. The programming framework provided by
NVIDIA is called the Compute Unified Device Architecture
(CUDA) [15]. Using CUDA, the programmers can write the
GPU kernel program running on GPUs.

In a cluster environment, GPUs are connected via PCI
express. Until now, when the programmers want to com-
municate the data from one GPU to another GPU on a re-
mote node, on the sender side, they have to move the data
from the device memory to the host memory and send the
data out through the networks, such as InfiniBand. And they
have to move the data from the host memory to the device

memory on the receiver side after the data is available. Since
the explicit data movement between CPU and GPU is still
needed, the nature of one-sided communication in UPC pro-
gramming model gets affected from both the programming
angle and the performance angle.

CUDA versions 4.0 and later offer the GPUDirect feature
which allows both the network adapter and the GPU to reg-
ister the same buffer on host memory [13]. This avoids un-
necessary memory copies and speeds up communication be-
tween GPUs on different nodes. CUDA versions 4.0 or later
also offer the Unified Virtual Addressing (UVA) capability
which allows libraries to detect whether a particular buffer
was allocated on the GPU device or on the host memory.
This enables libraries to transparently support communica-
tion from GPU device buffers. Our proposed designs utilize
both these features.

3. Design
In this section, we discuss the design details of realizing
advanced GPU to GPU communication through the multi-
threaded UPC runtime.

3.1 GPU Global Address Space for Multi-threaded
Runtime

In UPC, each UPC thread is associated with partitioned
global address space. The host memory is divided into
shared segment and private segment. Variables in shared
segment can be accessed by other threads directly. In pre-
vious design [20], though the global address space spans
both host memory and device memory, a UPC thread has
only one shared segment either on host memory or in de-
vice memory. However, current GPU applications are re-
quiring calculations from GPU and CPU at the same time.
Shared segment on either host memory or device memory
will limit the flexibility of the applications. Thus, in this
design, we keep two shared spaces on both device mem-
ory and host memory separately. Pre-allocated GPU device
memory is divided into shared segment and private segment,
as well as host memory. To allow fast distribution of the
distributed data structure on device memory, the shared seg-
ment of device memory is maintained by the memory allo-
cation data structures residing on host memory. Through ex-
tended APIs ‘upc on device’ and ‘upc off device’, the cor-
responding UPC threads will know where to allocate the
buffer. Pseudocode can be found in Figure 2. After call-
ing upc on device function, all the following UPC shared
memory allocation functions will return a pointer-to-shared
which points to a shared memory address allocated on device
memory. By calling upc off device function, UPC threads
now get shared memory address on host memory again with
UPC shared memory allocation functions. For multi-GPU
situation, UPC threads are bounded to different devices in
the initialization stage. The device shared segment and de-
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vice private segment of a certain UPC thread then will be
pre-allocated on its associated GPU device.

...
upc on device();
upc all alloc(nblocks, nbytes); // allocated on device shared segment
upc alloc(nbytes); // allocated on device shared segment
...
upc off device();
upc all alloc(nblocks, nbytes); // allocated on host shared segment
...

Figure 2. Pseudocode for Shared Memory Allocation

For multi-threaded runtime, the pre-allocation of device
memory is executed by Thread 0 on each node. Later, it
is logically divided into portions and is linked with other
threads. In multi-GPU situation, the affinity of threads and
device memory portions will be considered according to the
affinity of GPU device and physical processor associated
with a given pthread.

3.2 Design for Remote Memory Operation
In this section, we discuss the implementation details about
remote device memory access operations within the ex-
tended runtime, including upc memput and upc memget.
When the GPU to GPU communication is hidden from ap-
plication users, one of the most important issues is how to
keep efficient data transfer over network. In the basic man-
ually implemented communication code as shown in Fig-
ure 1, the user needs to explicitly claim temporary buffer and
add barriers for synchronization purpose. Since the claimed
temporary buffer on host memory is inside shared segment,
which is pre-pinned-down with InfiniBand NIC, the follow-
ing upc memput or upc memget functions can be directly
mapped to RDMA WRITE/READ operations.

One of the goals of the extended runtime is to free users
from explicit management of communication buffers and
barriers. GPU shared segment implementation helps releas-
ing remote side at application level. However, we still want
the pure communication performance being as efficient as
the user-level two-sided mode, or even better. Thus, we uti-
lize RDMA Fastpath design [11] to provide low-latency for
small and medium data transfers.

In this design, both the local and remote side keep a bunch
of paired and pre-pinned-down buffer chunks. Each chunk
is associated with another chunk at the remote side, which
means the rkey and address on remote side are known to
the local thread. In order to avoid wasting of memory due
to pair-wise design, the RDMA Fastpath buffer for GPU
data transfer is only allocated when there is communica-
tion launched between two UPC threads. As shown in Fig-
ure 3(a), for upc memput operation, the caller of the function
will first check if there is available chunks inside RDMA
Fastpath buffers. If the buffer is available, it will grab the
next free chunk indicated by a head pointer and copy data
from device memory to the data section inside this RDMA

Fastpath buffer chunk. Information about the remote device
memory address, which is translated from pointer-to-shared,
will be wrapped into the message header before the real data
payload. After the data movement is done, the caller will
place a RDMA WRITE request on its endpoint for this Fast-
path buffer, according to its associated rkey and remote ad-
dress. The caller then can return from this upc memput func-
tion since the original buffer on GPU is ready for re-use.
In the whole process, the caller doesn’t need to be blocked
by the status of the remote side. At the receiver side, when-
ever the receiver goes to poll the network for incoming mes-
sages, it will get a chance to check the current head pointer
of RDMA Fastpath buffer. Once a new message is detected
in the head chunk, it will check the header of the whole mes-
sage for the destination information. Then it will start cud-
aMemcpy to move the real data payload from RDMA Fast-
path receive buffer to device memory.

Figure 3(b) shows the mechanism of RDMA Fastpath
buffer based memget operation. For memget, the caller has
to be blocked until the data is fully arrived inside the destina-
tion address. First of all, caller of the function will send an
ACK message to the remote side, including the source ad-
dress (which is on remote device memory and is translated
from shared pointer to local pointer through shared segment
address management functions) and size of the data. When
the remote UPC thread detects the ACK message, it will get
a chunk of free RDMA Fastpath buffers and do cudaMem-
cpy from the source address on device memory to the buffer.
An RDMA WRITE request then is placed to the remote side
endpoint. After the original caller detects incoming message
inside its RDMA Fastpath buffer, cudaMemcpy is called to
move data from the buffer to destination on local device
memory.

The clearance of RDMA Fastpath buffer is done through
piggy-backing data on regular packet exchange between the
two UPC threads. When there is only one-way communica-
tion, the destination thread will send separate ACK messages
back when the number of consumed buffers crosses the half
watermark.

In the case where the message is too large to fit into
RDMA Fastpath buffers or when the RDMA Fastpath buffers
are drained up, another scheme is applied. The caller needs
to allocate and pin-down temporary buffer inside runtime
and send ACK message to remote side which includes the
rkey of the temporary buffer, size and the address on remote
device memory, as shown in Figure 4. After the remote side
detects ACK message, it will also allocate and pin-down
temporary buffer for RDMA READ/WRITE operations, for
the corresponding memput/memget functions accordingly.
The remote side will send REPLY message back when it fin-
ishes operation on remote temporary buffer. Memput func-
tion callers can directly return and release the temporary
buffer when it comes back to poll network channel and get
REPLY message later. For memget function callers, it will
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Figure 3. UPC/CUDA Remote Device Memory Operation
through RDMA Fastpath Design

block waiting until the REPLY from remote is received.
Then it can do cudaMemcpy and release the temporary
buffer before returning. In order to reduce the overhead from
malloc and pin-down operations, we further apply registra-
tion cache design [14] and keep a list of free-delayed buffers.
In addition, overlapping of communication and data move-
ment between host memory and device memory [18] can be
achieved for large messages too.

cudaMemcpy

cudaMemcpy

malloc&
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memput_gpu_ack
malloc&
pin-down

RDMA_READ

(a) upc memput

cudaMemcpy

cudaMemcpy

malloc&
pin-down

memget_gpu_ack malloc&
pin-down

RDMA_WRITE

memget_gpu_reply

(b) upc memget

Figure 4. UPC/CUDA Remote Device Memory Operation
for Large Message

3.3 Helper Thread for Improved Asynchronous Access
As discussed in Section 1.1, the remote side processors have
to be involved in the remote device memory access opera-
tion, without support from hardware. As in previous stud-
ies and discussion in Section 3.1, remote side involvement
is shifted from application-level to the underlying runtime.
However, when the remote UPC threads are busy with ker-
nel function calls or even I/O operations, the remote device
memory access has to be delayed. This is true even when
the required destination or source address on device memory
is free to be accessed. For message passing based program-
ming model such as MPI, this is not a very serious problem
since the nature of MPI operations is two-sided based and
the applications adapting MPI are usually having balanced
workload on every MPI rank. However, for PGAS languages
such as UPC, direct access is the nature of this programming
model which makes it a favorite of irregular applications.
The requirement of remote side involvement brings limi-
tations for such kind of applications. The straight-forward
solution is helper thread. In optimized CUDA applications,
user usually manages helper thread to achieve better overlap
of computations and communications.

Based on multi-threaded UPC runtime, we realize true
runtime helper thread to handle incoming device memory
access automatically. When the automatic helper thread
scheme is turned on as a runtime parameter, a dedicated
helper thread will poll the endpoints of UPC threads who are
busy with GPU kernel functions (Figure 5). This is possible
even with multi-GPU situation, since with multi-threaded
runtime, the multi-endpoints associated with different UPC
threads are inside the same process address space. When
the helper thread detects a device memory access on an ad-
dress which belongs to a busy UPC thread, it will do cud-
aMemcpy as representative for the original receiver of the
request. For memput operations, the helper thread can re-
duce the total latency on destination side from Tcal + Tcpy

to max(Tcal, Tcpy), where Tcal indicates the time of kernel
function and Tcpy indicates time for data movement between
device and host memory. For memget operations, not only
the remote side, but also the latency at the caller side can be
reduced by Tcal. However, in order to achieve data integrity
and the correct order of the operations, the helper needs to
lock its current working endpoint and also keeps a pending
work list in case the original UPC threads return from kernel
function when the helper thread is operating on the remote
device memory access.

4. Results
4.1 Experimental Platforms
The evaluation is executed on a cluster with four nodes
equipped with dual Intel Xeon Quad-core Westmere CPUs
operating at 2.53 GHz and 12 GB of host memory. These
nodes have Tesla C2050 GPUs with 3 GB DRAM. The
InfiniBand HCAs used on this cluster are Mellanox QDR
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Figure 5. Dedicated Helper Thread Carry out Device Mem-
ory Access for Busy UPC Thread

MT26428. Each node has Red Hat Linux 5.4, OFED 1.5.1,
and CUDA Toolkit 4.0. Our work is based on the multi-
endpoint supported UCR [12], which supports the latest
Berkeley UPC via GASNet [4]. Performance of all micro-
benchmarks are averaged over 1,000 iterations.

4.2 Micro-benchmark Evaluation
We first evaluate the micro-benchmark level performance
of the new UPC runtime by upc memput and upc memget
for GPU to GPU communication over network. The des-
tination address of upc memput and the source address
of upc memget functions are shared pointers returned by
upc collective allocation operations after UPC threads call
upc on device API. Thus the shared pointers are associated
with shared segment on GPU device memory. The local
source/destination address of upc memput/upc memget op-
erations is a local pointer to local GPU device memory. The
upc memput function writes specified amounts of data bytes
to the remote device memory according to local device mem-
ory. The upc memget function fetches specified amount of
data bytes from remote device memory to local device mem-
ory. We compare the new runtime performance with the
user-level GPU to GPU communication micro-benchmark,
which consists of explicit cudaMalloc, cudaMemcpy func-
tion, upc barrier and normal upc memput or upc memget
operation on host memory, as the same style used in pseu-
docode Figure 1.

We measure the average latency of the one-sided oper-
ations through the two micro-benchmarks with 1,000 iter-
ations and the results can be found in Figure 6 and Fig-
ure 7 for memput and memget, respectively. In the results,
the user-level GPU to GPU communication is indicated as
‘user-level’ and the new runtime is indicated as ‘ucr-mth’.
As shown in Figure 6(a) and Figure 6(b), we can observe
that, through RDMA Fastpath design, which gets rid of extra
barriers before re-writing the temporary buffer in the user-
level remote device memory access test, the new runtime
can achieve 23% improvement by reducing the latency from
33us to 25us. This is because in the two-sided pattern of

user-level remote device memory access, two explicit syn-
chronizations are required. One is before the upc memput,
in order to make sure that the previous data in the remote
temporary buffer is already drained-up; another one is after
the upc memput operation on temporary buffer is finished, to
inform the remote side to start the cudaMemcpy. While for
the new runtime supported GPU to GPU communication, the
RDMA Fastpath design includes mechanism of safe RDMA
WRITE/READ operations by piggy-backing information or
explicit ack messages when the number of consumed chunks
goes over half of the total number of the available chunks.
The local cudaMemcpy and remote cudaMemcpy then can
overlap, which result in a latency bounded by one cudaMem-
cpy overhead and network communication overhead.

On the other hand, for upc memget operation, we carry
out similar comparison as for upc memput. However, as
shown in Figure 7(a) and Figure 7(b), the new runtime can
not provide any improvement compared to the original user-
level remote device memory access with small and medium
messages. This is because for memget operation, the caller
has to wait for the data to be fully placed in the destina-
tion buffer. Thus for both basic style or the new runtime,
the latency is bounded by the time of two cudaMemcpy op-
erations and latency from synchronizations. However, we’d
like to notice that, though there is no performance improve-
ment for small messages, the new runtime still can provide
a much better productivity comparing with the user-level
based style, which is also true for upc memput operations.

For large messages, through overlap of data movement
and RDMA operations, we are able to see 5% to 20% im-
provement, as shown in Figure 6(c) and Figure 7(c).

4.3 Helper Thread Evaluation
This part evaluates the benefits of dedicated helper thread
as proposed in Section 3.3. In this benchmark, the local
UPC thread calls upc memget operation to read a piece of
8K byte data on the remote device memory. On the other
side, remote UPC thread is blocked with a kernel function to
mimic unbalanced workload. It needs to be noticed that the
required data is not operated by the kernel function. Then
we measure the latency of each upc memget operation on
the caller side.

We compare the performance of the user-based style, the
new runtime without and with the dedicated helper thread
enabled, which is represented by line ‘user-level’, ‘ucr-mth-
helper’ and ‘ucr-mth-no-helper’ in Figure 8. From the figure,
we can find out that, for the user-based benchmark and the
new runtime without helper thread on, the latency will be the
kernel calculation time plus a consistent overhead, which is
the 8K message transfer time from remote device memory to
local device memory. This is because the request on device
memory can only be detected and launched by the UPC
thread who is associated with the source device address.
When the helper thread is turned on, it’s obvious that the
latency is reduced to the pure communication time of the
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Figure 6. Micro-benchmark Evaluations: memput latency
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Figure 7. Micro-benchmark Evaluations: memget latency

required data plus an overhead of locking endpoint. The
application writers can also launch helper thread explicitly
to achieve the same performance. However, it will increase
the coding complexity.

4.4 Sample Application Evaluation
In this section, we use a sample UPC/CUDA benchmark to
evaluate the performance of the proposed new runtime. The
evaluated benchmark realizes a parallel matrix multiplica-
tion algorithm, which calculates C[N ][N ] = A[N ][N ] ⇤
B[N ][N ]. The matrix B is divided into n (n equals to the
number of GPUs) matrix Bi[N ][N/n] and Bi is associ-
ated with UPC thread with thread ID i. The UPC threads
will call GPU kernel function to do matrix multiplication
Ci[N ][N/n] = A[N ][N ] ⇤ Bi[N ][N/4] and the result Ci

will be sent to UPC thread 0 for final summary. In the
sample application for the new runtime, all the matrix el-
ements are claimed through UPC allocation functions after
upc device on and the final data transfer will be sent through
upc memput with both source and destination address on de-
vice memory. We also created a basic version of the sample
application, which uses all CUDA memory access and allo-
cation functions explicitly. The basic version also needs to
claim temporary buffer to hold the data from local device
memory before sending it to remote host memory.

The sample application includes multiple iterations and
the average time for each iteration is shown in Figure 9 for
increasing matrix size. We break down the total time to com-
putation time and communication time. Due to the high per-
formance of accelerator and a relatively low speed for data
transfer between device and host memory, we can observe
that, the communication time consumes a big portion in the
whole sample application. The new runtime can provide not
only a good productivity for application users, but it can fur-
ther improve the performance. For N = 50, the improve-
ment is 34%. For N = 300, the improvement is 17%.

5. Related Work
There have been several studies related to UPC issues on
GPU clusters from different levels. Chen et. al. implemented
a compiling system to extend UPC to take advantage of
GPU clusters [2]. Through the proposed compiling system,
affinity-aware loop tiling, GPU code generation and sev-
eral memory optimizations targeting NVIDIA CUDA can
be achieved. In [20], Zheng et. al. discussed multiple imple-
mentation issues in supporting GPU for Berkeley UPC soft-
ware stack, including unified APIs for data management and
communication, end-to-end data movement, asynchronous
task executions and so on. These extensions are based on
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runtime. We have a detailed discussion about this study in
Section 1.1.

For other PGAS programming models, Lee extended
XcalableMP for multi-node GPU clusters as XcalableMP-
ACC in [10]. Chen et. al. carried out a series of studies about
dynamic load balancing issue for single- and multi-GPU in
[3] and [1].

The similar programming complexity problem on GPG-
PUs cluster has been investigated in MPI programming
model [18] [19] [16] [7]. Through extending the address
space to GPUs device, popular MPI libraries such as MPICH2,
OpenMPI, and MVAPICH2 can directly operate on the
GPUs device memory. Compared with MPI programming
model, PGAS programming models such as UPC targeted in
this paper can simplify the programming for the data com-
munication and provide better support for one-sided commu-
nication. But on GPGPUs cluster, the benefits of PGAS are
decreased due to the explicit data management and move-
ment on GPUs device memory. In this paper, we extend UPC
to GPUs device memory space to resolve these problems.

6. Conclusion
In this paper, we examined the problems with GPU to GPU
communications in current UPC/CUDA applications with-
out advanced runtime support. Based on the challenges re-
lated to productivity, programming model and performance,
we proposed a multi-threaded UPC runtime to achieve both
high-productivity and efficient communication for GPU to
GPU communications over InfiniBand Clusters.

We first discussed the support to GPU shared address al-
location and distribution to allow direct access on remote
device memory through the standard UPC APIs such as
upc memput and upc memget. After releasing the remote
UPC threads from synchronizations of GPU to GPU com-
munications at user level, we introduced the details of run-
time support for communication between local and remote

device memory addresses. We utilized RDMA Fastpath de-
sign to reduce ACK messages for small and medium data.
For large messages, temporary buffers are allocated and
ACK messages are utilized to inform remote side start device
memory read/write. Techniques such as registration cache
and overlapping of data movement to/from device mem-
ory and data transfer over network, are applied to improve
performance. Then we proposed dedicated helper thread in
runtime to achieve efficient remote device memory access
when the owner UPC threads of the remote address are busy.
We evaluated the performance of the new multi-threaded
UPC runtime with micro-benchmark and sample applica-
tions. Compared with the user-level GPU to GPU communi-
cation pattern, the new runtime can improve the performance
of upc memput by 23%. Then we evaluated the helper thread
benefits by applying increased workload on destination UPC
threads. Finally we tested the new runtime with a parallel
matrix multiplication algorithm. We observed 34% to 17%
improvement, as the length of the matrix height and width
increases from 50 to 300.

Currently, we are working on adapting UPC/CUDA for
irregular applications. We’d like to carry out further study
on the helper thread and work-stealing based on the multi-
threaded UPC runtime at real application level.
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